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Chapter - 1  

Introduction to HTML 

 

1. Which is known as network of network? 

Internet 

2. What is used to distribute information on internet platform? 

WWW (World Wide Web) 

3. Who conceived the notion of the web? 

Tim Berners Lee 

4. In which year did Tim Berners Lee thought of web? 

1991 

5. Which kind of information can be connected with hyperlink? 

Text, picture, diagram 

6. Which is the language for describing a web page? 

HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) 

7. What kind of information can be included in HTML document? 

Multimedia, verbal, numeric, picture, graphics 

8. From which language HTML has been derived? 

SGML 

9. Which application is used to retrieve and view web information? 

Web Browser. 

10. What is the full form of ISO? 

International Organization for Standardization 

11. In HTML which is help in guiding the presentation of the content? Or which is made up of 

letters, words and numbers enclosed between a left and right angular bracket? 

Tag 

12. All browsers accept the content written using HTML code due to which feature of HTML? 

Machine Independency. 

13. What do we call a combination of opening and closing tag along with some content between the 

two tags? 

Element 
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14. Which is a general purpose text editor for the GNOME? 

Gedit 

15. Which symbol is used to closing a tag in HTML? 

Forward slash (/) 

16. Which tag determines the title of web page formed by HTML code? 

<title> 

17. Which tag is used for heading style? 

<h1> to <h6>  

18. Which tag is used to present a paragraph? 

<p> and </p> 

19. What is the extension to store HTML file? 

.htm or .html 

20. Which option is part of HTML document? 

Head section and Body section 

21. Between which tags is the information about the title and page described in HTML document 

written? 

<head> and </head> 

22. Between which tags does is main section of HTML document written? 

<body> and </body> 

23. Head section and body section are covered between which tags? 

<html> and </html> 

24. Which tag is used to start a new line? 

<br> or </br> 

25. <br> is what kind of tag? 

Empty tag 

26. Which tag is employed so that browser does not change writing and writing may be shown with 

not more than blanks in a given line? 

<pre> and </pre> 

27. Which tag is used to type writing in dark letters? 

<b> and </b> 
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28. Which tag is employed to show some important word as underlined? 

<u> and </u> 

29. Which tag is used for certain words in italics? 

<i> and </i> 

30. Which tag is used to draw a thin line on letters as if to show that they are struck off? 

<s> or <strike> 

31. In HTML which tell more about element? 

Attribute 

32. Which tag is used to write in type writer like fonts? 

<tt> and </tt> 

33. What kind of fonts are typewriter fonts known? 

Mono – spaced and tele-type machine fonts 

34. The writing of which tag is shown in size smaller than surrounding letters? 

<small> and </small> 

35. The writing of which tag is shown in size bigger than surrounding letters? 

<big> and </big> 

36. Which element's writing is seen as smaller than preceding letters and at an upper place? 

<sup> and </sup> 

37. The writing of which element looks smaller than its earlier writing and under it? 

<sub> and </sub> 

38. Which element is shown as shortened name? 

<acronym> and </acronym> 

39. Which tag defines a specific definition? 

<dfn> and </dfn> 

40. Which tag is shown in inverted coma? 

<q> and </q> 

41. Which tag is used to link reference file with original file? 

<a> 

42. What manages cluster of web site with many pages? 

Hyperlink 
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43. In how many ways addresses can be given in HTML? 

2, Absolute address & Relative address 

44. If a called file is on a directory what is prefixed to file name? 

../ 

45. Which symbols are used to indicate the value of the attribute of tag? 

“ “  

46. Which sign is placed between name and the value of the attribute? 

= 

47. What do we call the attributes which can appear along with every tag? 

Universal attributes 

48. How many types of spaces can be there in writing of a paragraph? 

2, Hard space and soft space. 

49. What do we call the space which is inserted automatically in a paragraph? 

Soft space. 

50. What kind of program is SciTe? 

Text Editor 

51. Which short cut key is used to view result in browser HTML code? 

F5 (Refresh) 

52. Write down the example of text editor? 

Gedit, SciTe, Notepad etc. 

53. Which is the latest version of HTML? 

HTML 5.0 

 

 

54. Tags used in HTML code are not case sensitive. 

55. An HTML tag is 2 types, first is empty tag and second is container tag. 

56. An attribute is made up two parts. 

57. The first part of attribute is a name and the second part is a value. 

58. In HTML if no file path is provided, the browser will understand that the referred file is located 

in the same directory where the parent file is stored. 

59. Href attribute of <A> tag is stands for hyper reference of a file. 
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60. Attribute always appear with the opening tag of the element. 

61. Hyperlink is generally appears in blue color and underline effect. 

62. The content of the <H4> element is similar to the default content size. 

63. On the web pages, links are placed pointing towards different locations, these links are known as 

hyperlink. 

64. A markup language is a set of tags that enables additional information on how to present the 

web content. 

65. SGML was developed by ISO in year 1986. 

 


